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As many philosophers in history, the growing up and education background has closer to the times, science and technique development, religion and spiritual evolution; I have thought of the theory of medicine philosophy analysis for many years, now the article is summit meaning for explanation this.

Medicine covers many subjects in one life science, which includes its instinct subjects as Anatomy, Physiology, General Medicine, Pharmacology, special subjects as Pulmonary or Pediatrics Medicine, meanwhile, as well as Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, science Statics and Methodology in strategy.

For writing on My Theory in Medicine Philosophy Analysis, it original comes from my book for the Explanation of My Theory in Medicine Philosophy Analysis. Medicine has grown from two thousands ago, with an old words has the meaning that Medicine in moral ahead, it reflects medicine has deeper rooted in its philosophy thinking.

At I created my book contents for the My Theory in Medicine Philosophy Analysis, I am thinking that 1) Medicine is in supreme concept for basis in humanity life; 2) It insists in dialectical materialism to syndrome differentiation in diagnosis and therapy; 3) Medicine is in matter angle to study, it is logical but not in illusion; 4) Medicine reflects selective evolution at gene premiere and ethnic realism; 5) Medicine service in macro and micro world, life collects wisdom and engineer original from broad universal or tiny cell; 6) Medicine is the science which can be tested by investigation and logic method; 7) General philosophy influences Medicine Philosophy in history, which also affect the creation of My Theory in Medicine Philosophy Analysis; 8) Current medicine has made difference from older medicine as formed from thousands years ago in Greece; now gene engineer, space medicine or organ forming to bring human power in wisdom and life.

In the book of My Theory of Medicine Philosophy Analysis, I use the case explanation of phenomenon to analysis each important part at the field of medicine Philosophy.

My Medicine Philosophy Analysis is aim to more board to analysis the phenomena in medicine, it is at original creative to buildup the subject status of substance with spiritual, wisdom with life, moral and practice, and all these in medicine life science, it is from micro world as molecular or gene status to board universal encoded light or matter engine the life circle change and born new concept subject.

Philosophy science belong to upper class in human society, it bases on the high education and perfect moralization; Philosophy build up its subject which affects human in life moral, family formal and society attitude, it can divide into Common Philosophy and Scientific (Abstract) Philosophy. As the words Diligent in Study is in common philosophy field, and One Person cannot Jump into a Same River at Different Time, it belong to Abstract Philosophy, since it present the concept that moving is definite, none moving is relative; time changed bring the river changed. In mostly common life, common philosophy is useful to build up a person's spiritual and attitude to our society.

I was closer to Philosophy first, then beginning my Medicine study, the first book I read on Philosophy was about Common Philosophy description, the year was at my age of ten years old, the class bell was ringing, the course interval ten minutes was my time to read the book, then the period time brought interesting to care on the philosophy, at I graduated from Medicine College in 1990, Philosophy Analysis in Medicine is a thinking to start forming at my working and development gradually [1-3].

The most philosophy science in the world is German philosophy which has influenced me more than the booked I have read as which wrote by Karl Marx about (Das Kepital) or Germany idealist Hegel about (Phenomenology of Spirit); German philosophy has been extremely diverse and central to both the analytic and continental traditions in philosophy for centuries. And in history, Western philosophy is the philosophical tradition of the Western world [4], date to the ancient Greece in the 6th century BCD times. In general sense, western philosophy is associated with wisdom, intellectual culture and a search for knowledge. In that sense, all cultures and literate societies ask philosophical questions such as how are we to live in nature world. A broad and impartial conception of philosophy then, finds a reasoned inquiry into such matters as reality, morality and life in all world civilizations.

As I analysis the logical and investigated methods in medicine is the way at its matter concept and humanity, till current evolution, humanity development brought from Medicine Science is valuable and expanded. The conception of Philosophy applies into science forms the foundation of medicine in spiritual, moral and life evolution, which present the top of wisdom and logical and civilization ahead in the world.

The article for my Book introducing have the central part to introduce the original creation and 8 theme contents on my Theory of Medicine Philosophy Analysis and the Analysis Theory is my second theory in the medicine of life science after my Theory of the Oxidative-deoxidative Imbalance in Life Value [3] also the book has matured at my science literature book published [5].
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